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Our dedicated Permanent Executive Search and Recruitment Services division will ensure our approach
matches your needs and expectations and that the candidates we present have a solid understanding of
the organisation's priorities.
FE Associates is the UK’s most progressive further education and skills specialist, dedicated to offering
expert insight, collaboration and guidance from an unrivalled network of sector-leading experts. FE
Associates offer over 16 years of specialist sector intelligence, spreading the entire breadth of further
education and skills.
Through our exceptionally well-networked recruitment and management consultancy practices, we are
able to understand the challenges and issues faced by further education and skills providers throughout
the UK. Our executive search and recruitment practitioners have a deep insight into the skills required to
make a difference and to drive colleges and providers forward.
Our Permanent Executive Search and Recruitment Services division focuses solely on the further
education and skills sector. Our people are in colleges and providers on a daily basis and, as such, our
contacts and networks are stronger than any of our competitor organisations.
Our aim is to be your trusted business partner with a focus on adding value throughout the process. We
wish to support and deliver the search and recruitment process with a fully tailored service, backed up by
real and current sector expertise, with an eye to ensuring value for money and successful outcomes.

Our purpose, people and principles make us stand out and set us apart in the further education
recruitment space.
Our purpose is simple – we are about building outstanding leadership teams through attracting great
talent, caring for candidates and delivering great results for our clients.
Our people are what sets us apart – we are not just recruiters. Yes, we are experts in recruitment, but
we are so much more than this. We are experts with senior college leadership experience, we are
governors, we are experts in further education strategy and policy, and we have a deep insight into what
the sector faces today.
Our approach to working with you is based on our core principles of:
Partnership – when we recruit for you, we are your partners, trusted advisors and confidants. We have
your reputation in our hands and we take that responsibility extremely seriously.
Understanding – we seek to build an in-depth understanding of the challenges and opportunities your
organisation is facing and build a deep understanding of your culture, values and aspirations. This not
only positions us well to promote your vacancy and your organisation, but also ensures that the
individuals we attract are well suited to the role.
Fun – we work with a sense of fun. We seriously enjoy what we do and our enthusiasm and passion for
the sector shines through on each and every assignment we handle. Through our people-centred
approach, we build enduring relationships with clients and candidates, and judge our success on the
ongoing relationships we maintain.
Challenge – we believe that part of our role is to challenge ourselves constantly to deliver the best
possible results for our clients. We also believe that our knowledge of the sector and the candidate
market enables us to occasionally challenge our clients. This may mean us challenging you around such
areas as leadership diversity, messaging and narrative, process design or the positioning of roles to make
them stand out.
Care – at the core of everything we do is care and empathy. We have a dual responsibility to you as
clients but also to candidates. We believe that part of our role is to help candidates flourish throughout
each stage of the recruitment and selection process. We invest a lot of time with candidates ahead of
selection events and also take care to provide meaningful and developmental feedback and support
once the process has been concluded.

Our Key People - we believe that we have the most talented search and recruitment team in the FE
sector today. Leading the team are our Managing Director, Matt Atkinson, and our Director of
Recruitment, Jo Johnston, with the support of our Senior Consultants, Amanda Hart and Suzanne
Thurlow. Our consultant team is supported by our Recruitment Operations Manager, Sarah Atkinson,
our Recruitment Support Officer, Stacey Harper and our Executive Assistant, Alison Edwards. Together
we make a great team and share the same level of commitment and passion for our work with clients
and candidates. As experts in the further education and skills sector, our key personnel have an
unrivalled network of contacts across colleges and training providers.
What makes us so successful is the balance and breadth of experience, skills and strengths that the
team possess. Matt brings sector insight, executive leadership experience, contagious enthusiasm, a
real eye for detail and the determination to get things right first time. Jo builds first-class relationships
and provides a significant amount of time and support to build the confidence of candidates
throughout each stage of the process and is an incredibly well networked head hunter who works with
real persistence to bring roles to the attention of the right people. Amanda and Suzanne bring firstclass HR and recruitment experience and our operations team ensure our systems and processes are
expertly well planned.

Matt Atkinson is our Strategic Advisor. Over the past 5 years Matt has
worked on over 150 college senior appointments. His expertise and
contact book has been gained over a successful 11 year career as
Principal and Chief Executive. He has extensive experience as a
governor and trustee and always sees things through the eyes of the
college.

Matt Atkinson
Managing Director and Strategic Advisor

Matt has provided senior level oversight to all of the recent search and
recruitment assignments handled by FE Associates and his personal
experience and professional credibility are a significant strength to
senior appointment processes.

Jo has an extensive background in search and recruitment. As the
former Managing Director of AoC Create, she is one of the sector's
best-known search and recruitment consultants and her skills,
experience and contact book are real strengths to our recruitment
team.

Jo Johnston
Director of Recruitment and Lead Consultant

Jo has led a large number of search campaigns for senior people and
HR leaders and given her expertise, she coordinates assignments to
ensure effective client liaison throughout the process. Jo is highly
focused on representing the college with absolute professionalism
and providing exceptionally high levels of support to clients and
candidates.

FEA’s Executive Search and Recruitment Team are the only sector recruitment practice whose Senior
Recruitment Consultants are highly experienced senior HR experts from the FE sector.
Amanda was previously Group Director of HR at the largest college
group in the sector and also led HR teams in the Independent Training
Provider arena. Amanda is adept at working with clients and
candidates to support their needs and to find pragmatic and peopleorientated solutions. Her strengths lie in her ability to build
relationships and to quickly gain an insight into the needs of the
organisation. Her ability to work with candidates, building their
confidence whilst rigorously assessing their skills and abilities, are
second to none.
Amanda Hart
Senior Recruitment Consultant

As a senior HR expert, Amanda will ensure that your selection
processes are designed and delivered to ensure success.

Suzanne is a professional HR expert with over 25 years’ senior
leadership experience in Further Education in positions as HR
Director, Assistant Principal and more recently as Vice-Principal. As
the senior HR strategic lead, Suzanne has successfully led on all
aspects of HR and Organisation Development whilst supporting
leaders to transition into their roles and develop their people skills to
enable them to effectively support, motivate and inspire others.

Suzanne Thurlow
Senior Recruitment Consultant

As a senior consultant, Suzanne will ensure success through the
application of professional and fair principles of recruitment and
selection.

Sarah Atkinson

Alison Edwards

Recruitment Operations Manager

Executive Assistant

Stacey Harper

Recruitment Support Officer

Sarah manages and coordinates our permanent recruitment activities, delivering expert operational
management across our processes. Together, Sarah, Alison and Stacey coordinate campaigns, which
include advertising, website development, applicant tracking and, where we support clients with
assessment centres, they will take care of all scheduling, process design and document production
through to obtaining references for appointed candidates.

Everything we do is underpinned by our personal and professional values which are centred around
honesty and integrity, trust, family and diversity.

3 OUR COMMITMENT TO
DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION

As a search and recruitment organisation focused on the specific needs of further education and skills
organisations, we are committed to actively working to improve the diversity of senior leadership teams
and boards, and we believe that there is a pressing need for senior leadership teams to be more
reflective of the communities and student bodies they serve. We are developing our search and
recruitment approaches to explicitly address under-representation of minority groups and to promote
equality, diversity, inclusion and anti-racism.
As part of our commitment to addressing imbalances in the diversity of leadership in further education
and skills organisations, we will seek to partner with the organisation to develop our search strategies
and recruitment campaign to attract the broadest possible range of candidates and to provide additional
support for candidates from under-represented groups in order to give them the best possible chance of
success throughout the assessment and selection process.
As part of our inclusive approach, we will want to work with you to ensure the organisation is doing
everything it can to ensure the leadership team is more diverse and balanced.

As the market leading provider for leadership search and recruitment services we have supported a large
number of clients across a wide range of job roles including:

Principal/CEO

Deputy/Vice Principal

Chief Finance Officer/Finance Director

Chief Finance Officer/Finance Director Continued

Chief People Officer/HR Director

Director of Governance

MIS Director

MIS Director Continued

Director/Head of Marketing

Commercial/Apprenticeships Director

Director/Head of Estates

Governors
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Thank you for taking the time to read our executive search and recruitment services brochure. We hope
we have demonstrated our passion for the work we do, the expertise of our people and our track
record in delivering successful search and recruitment outcomes for our clients. We very much look
forward to becoming your trusted partner in your assignment.
Jo Johnston
Director of Recruitment
Jo.Johnston@fea.co.uk
07500448282
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What our clients say about us...
Nottingham College engaged FE Associates to support us with the appointment of a Deputy
CEO/Chief Finance Officer role. A challenging role to fill in normal times, significantly more of a
challenge during a pandemic! We were very impressed from the outset with Matt’s approach.
Being a former Principal/CEO himself, he had clear knowledge and experience of what was
needed for this role, the skills, experience and acumen we would need in our candidates for the
CFO aspects and, as importantly, Matt knew what was needed in a Deputy Chief Executive for one
of the largest FE colleges in the UK. Matt and his team worked with energy and enthusiasm
designing all stages of the search and selection programme ensuring that both client and
candidates had a positive experience. We had a strong field of candidates and are delighted with
the appointment made. Matt genuinely had both the best interests of Nottingham College and
the FE sector more broadly at heart.
John van de Laarschot, Chief Executive, Nottingham College

I was extremely impressed by the way in which Matt took time to understand our needs and the
roles aligned to our strategic directions. Before the search and recruitment process took place,
Matt’s expertise, insight and guidance was invaluable to match the right leaders to BDC.
FE Associates designed and managed the whole selection and interview process for three senior
posts and met the challenge by thinking outside the box and looking beyond the FE sector. As a
result of a highly effective, supportive and personalised service, our outcomes were met and I am
delighted with the appointments.
Yvonne Kelly, Principal and CEO - Barking & Dagenham College

We were very impressed by the way in which Matt took the time to really understand our college
and the challenges it faced before beginning the search and recruitment process for a new
Principal/CEO. As a result, it felt as if we were working with a partner who really had the college’s
best interests at heart. FE Associates designed and managed the whole selection and interview
process impeccably and we were delighted with the outcome.
Neil Bromley, Chair of Corporation - Stoke on Trent College

It has been an exceptionally positive experience to work with FEA. I have not experienced such
level of commitment and support from any agency. Throughout the selection process, the
communication was excellent with clear guidance about the next stage. It was nice to have the
FEA staff present during the selection process. The FEA staff are welcoming and genuinely very
supportive and caring. I just felt that they made the whole process very smooth and effortless. I
would have no hesitation in recommending FEA to others. A special thanks to Matt for his
guidance and coaching throughout the process.
Asfa Sohail, Ex-Principal at Lewisham College, NCG

We recently engaged FEA to support the appointment of two senior posts in Curriculum and
Quality. FEA were able to access candidates who were not currently seeking alternative work and
secure their application to the roles. In both examples, the fields provided were of a high quality.
FEA led the whole process through to the offer stage, including constructing and administering a
bespoke selection centre to ensure that candidates were tested against the key aspects of the
role and had an opportunity to find out more about the college. FEA were straightforward,
professional and provided two excellent appointments to the senior team at the college.
Lee Probert, Ex-Principal and Chief Executive - City of Bristol College

As clients of the FE Associates executive search and recruitment practice, we weren’t just
pleased with the service we received, we were delighted! We asked Matt and the team to recruit
6 senior executive leaders for us within a very short timescale and our expectations were high
and specific. Their professional advice was clear and their processes, which were much more
akin to what you find in the commercial sector, found us many strong candidates to meet and
select from. We would have no hesitation in recommending their services to anyone looking to
secure senior level talent in the future.
Clive Cooke, Retired Principal - East Sussex College

What candidates say about us...
FE Associates were key drivers in helping me make the next big step in my career. I am grateful
to Matt and Jo who successfully helped me secure the role of Executive Director of Finance at a
well established college. They took time to understand my needs and competencies and
matched me to a position that would optimise my potential.
Jo explained the role, the organisation and its warm culture, and also took time to assess my
strengths and next steps which I felt was important to have in that initial assessment.
I especially appreciate the preparation work that Matt had gone through with me to ensure that
I was confident and well-prepared. Matt's transparent communication, professionalism,
exceptional guidance and support was the assurance I needed that they were genuinely
interested in my career aspirations and progression.
Thank you to FE Associates for helping me start an exciting new chapter of my professional
career.
Molly Makota, Executive Director of Finance Designate - Christ The King Sixth Forms

Matt and Jo have been consistently professional in their approach. Communication was timely
and exceptional. The whole assessment process was very organised and interesting. I thought
it was rather kind of Matt to offer me ongoing support even after I was offered the job.
My whole experience with FEA has been nothing but positive!
FEA Candidate - Senior HR and People role

From start to finish, the quality of the candidate experience was excellent. The FEA team gave
first-class professional support throughout every stage of the recruitment process. Matt really
took the time to understand and assess my suitability and fit with the organisation, and his
expert steer and direction enabled me to shine when it mattered. I'm really pleased with the
outcome and looking forward to starting my new VP role shortly. A great all-round experience.
Gavin Batty, Vice Principal Designate - Barnsley College

I have been very impressed with the advice and support that I received from Matt and Jo at FEA
in securing my Deputy Principal role at Lambeth College. Both Matt and Jo were extremely
professional as well as helpful, and guided me through every step of the recruitment process.
The service they provided was second to none and I would definitely use FEA again. It's worth
pointing out that the recruitment took place in a lockdown which meant that most things had to
be done virtually, however, Matt and Jo were able to make the whole process as smooth as
possible.
Wayne Wright, Deputy Principal Quality and Excellence Designate - Lambeth College

Seriously, the pleasure was all mine! I wanted to extend my sincere thanks for your steer and
support throughout the whole process. I found it to be really valuable and it undoubtedly helped
me through to a successful conclusion...which I am really pleased with.
Vice Principal Candidate

I recently had the pleasure of applying for a senior management post that was being managed
by FEA. The team supporting the recruitment process were fabulous; from start to finish, they
were professional, organised, prompt and diligent. I felt they were particularly supportive to the
candidates, they worked hard to ensure that the prospective employer was able to secure the
right person for the job, and that the candidates had ample opportunity to decide if the job on
offer was the right job for them. The notion of the selection process being a two-way process
was a lived experience. I felt that I was able to demonstrate my skills and personal fit for the job
better than in most other recruitment processes I have experienced. When the opportunity
arises, I will definitely use FEA to support me in recruiting new staff.
Denise Brown, Ex-Principal & Chief Executive - Stoke on Trent College

I recently secured a new role through a process managed by FEA. The whole process was
extremely well organised and professional from start to finish with the team always making sure
that I had all the information I needed to make an informed decision about the suitability of the
role. The initial conversation I had with FEA around the role was essential in ensuring that not
only did I have all the information about the role I needed to make sure it was the right role for
me, but gave me a valuable insight into what type of candidate the college was looking for. I
would highly recommend that any perspective candidates take the opportunity to have this type
of conversation before applying; it really sets the scene for you. I would have no hesitation in
recommending FEA to colleagues across the sector.
Ben Owen - Deputy Principal Designate - Barnsley College

I have recently secured a new position through a process co-ordinated by FEA. The process was
very professional and efficient with clear communication throughout. The feedback received
from FEA was extremely useful in preparing for the selection event and I would recommend any
candidate to spend the time for a conversation with FEA prior to application. This allows for a
vital discussion about the expectations of the employer and allows the candidate the
opportunity to decide whether the role is likely to be a good fit for them. I would not hesitate in
recommending FEA as an excellent recruitment consultancy for both the employers and
candidates.
David Ackeroyd, Vice Principal Designate - Barnsley College

FEA recently placed me in my new Vice Principal role as a member of the senior leadership team
at City of Bristol College. From a candidate’s perspective, the service provided by Matt and his
team was first class. Matt arranged 1-to-1 conversations for me to ensure that the potential
opportunity was the right fit for me, and vice versa. The application process itself was very
smooth and clearly sign-posted well in advance, and before the formal two day selection event,
Matt and the team made sure I was fully briefed on the practicalities and logistics, as well as
giving me helpful insights into the culture and expectations of the college, so that I was confident
and well prepared. Matt was very prompt in getting back to me with the good news immediately
following the interview and a day or so later, FEA provided me with more formal written feedback
on my performance. In this way, the whole service felt very personal and geared to my
requirements. From a recruitment perspective, the process was one of the most comprehensive
and rigorous that I’ve ever been involved in.
Richard Harris, Vice Principal - Finance and Professional Services - City of Bristol College

FEA recently placed me in my new Deputy Principal role at West London College. From initial
contact I was impressed with all aspects of the FEA run recruitment activity. Matt and his team
were highly knowledgeable, with a detailed understanding of both the specific role and broader
trends within the sector, supporting a detailed discussion on professional progression. This early
interaction gave me a lens to reflect upon the opportunity and ensured I was well equipped to
make decisions around progressing my application. FEA worked in conjunction with WLC in
coordinating the final logistics and were swift and efficient in dealing with any additional queries I
had. Immediately after the selection day, Matt excelled in timely and detailed feedback, allowing
me an opportunity to not only celebrate my achievements but also reflect on the wider learning
that I could take from the interview process. From a candidate’s perspective, FEA added
significant value to the recruitment process and I would not hesitate to recommend and use
them in future.
Paul James, Deputy Principal - Curriculum and Quality - West London College

I have been hugely impressed with the service provided by FEA. My first experience with them
was as an interim senior manager and the support given by Judith from the start of the
assignment and throughout was second to none. I received similarly excellent support from
Matt throughout the selection process for a permanent Deputy Chief Executive post and I am
very grateful to FEA for their part in my success in securing this post. Matt and his team offer a
consistently professional, friendly and people-centred service. Highly recommended.
Dr Jason Jones, Deputy Chief Executive Designate (Curriculum & Quality)
Richmond upon Thames College

